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ALTERNATIVE CANCER TREATMENT THIS
INFORMATION COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE ...
New York, NY - April, 15 2006 - Learn how over 2,000 people have successfully used
the alternative cancer treatments you'll find revealed in this e-book. Discover over 350
gentle & non-toxic cancer treatments that no one else will tell you about!
"The best reference books on alternative cancer treatments. What a treasure for
cancer patients and caregivers!" Bill Henderson, The author of Cancer Free and the
Cancer Free Newsletter.
Unbelievable as it may seem, 18 months of research by a blue-ribbon research team
shows there are over 350 existing natural and alternative cancer treatments. People
have used these gentle and non-toxic treatments instead of or alongside conventional
treatment, or after conventional treatment has failed. What's more, thousands of
people are using them RIGHT NOW and beating their cancer!
Your doctor may not be aware of these treatments because he or she can only
prescribe and is knowledgeable about, treatments that are regulated by the
FDA...many of these treatments involving herbs and vitamins are outside the
jurisdiction of the FDA. Natural Cancer Treatments is a collection of over 350 natural
and alternative cancer treatments. The more than 80% of surveyed oncologists who
stated they would refuse chemotherapy if they had cancer would surely want the
benefits of these treatments for themselves and their families. And now you will know
the secrets too... page after page of eye-opening information that you can and should
discuss with your doctor.
If you really want to find a way to cure cancer, this book will provide the information
that can help you. It is indeed an eye-opener.
About Natural Cancer Therapies Natural Cancer Therapies is a solely owned and
operated company by health counselor, author, and writer, Harry Husted. The principle

services include health-related information on cancer and cancer treatments. About
Harry Husted Besides being a computer wiz, Harry is also a health counselor, freelance
writer, author of three books, and educator. For more information about Natural
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